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Objectives

O Understand the information systems development 

process for enterprise systems, including 

planning, design, and implementation.



TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS 

DEVELOPMENT
O Problem definition

O Feasibility study

O Systems analysis

O Systems design

O Detailed design

O Implementation

O Maintenance

By using tools and techniques, such as process 

models and data models.



TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS 

DEVELOPMENT (cont.)
O The fundamental approach used in 

traditional systems development is to analyze 

the current system’s shortcomings and to 

develop a “new” system, which builds in 

changes in processes and data that will support 

the firm’s business requirements.



Information Systems Design: Traditional Approach



Problem of Traditional System 

Development

O The problem with the traditional systems 

development life cycle is that 

O it takes too much time

O and too much costs

O follows a “waterfall” approach

O sequence of steps, starting with planning and 

analysis to be followed by design, detailed 

design, and implementation



O Three different approaches designed to speed 

up the building of information system were:

O Prototyping

O End-user development

O Software packages

NEW APPROACHES TO 

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT



NEW APPROACHES TO SYSTEMS 

DEVELOPMENT (Prototyping)

O Using prototyping, systems designers could show 

“models” of systems documents to end-users to 

get a better idea of their requirements.

O While this approach enabled end-users to specify 

their requirements, it did not necessarily speed 

up the systems implementation process, 

including coding, testing, and debugging.



NEW APPROACHES TO SYSTEMS 

DEVELOPMENT (End-user Development)

O is still relevant for many applications. 

Equipped with spreadsheets and database 

packages, like Microsoft Excel and Access, 

end-users constructed their own information 

systems.

O worked effectively for 

O local departmental applications

O not appropriate for large-scale production 

systems requiring quality assurance, security, 

documentation, backup, and live production.



NEW APPROACHES TO SYSTEMS 

DEVELOPMENT (Software Package)

O more prevalent

O Offered economies of scale in 

O development, 

O enhancement, 

O and maintenance

O moved toward purchasing commercial off-the-shelf 

software

O ERP systems are large-scale, integrated commercial off-the-

shelf software packages that support the entire value chain 

of business functions.



THE ERP SYSTEMS 

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
O The ERP systems design process is different 

from the traditional systems development 

process.

O Planning

O Requirements analysis

O Design

O Detailed design

O Implementation

O Maintenance



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESS (Planning)

O Planning starts with a needs assessment, which 

provides a business justification for the purchase 

of the software.

O This needs assessment phase is important because 

of the major investment in an ERP system and its 

business impact.

O The requirements analysis phase of an ERP project 

involves specifying the business processes to be 

supported bythe ERP package. Most ERP vendors 

offer “best practices,” which are models of 

functions supported by the ERP system.



ERP Systems Design Process



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESS (Planning)

O PLANNING: MAKING THE BUSINESS 

CASE FOR ERP

O The business justifications for ERP include 

tangible and intangible benefits, including

O inventory reduction

O operating cost reductions

O overdue accounts collection,

O process improvement, 

O and reduction in cycle times (Ross, Vitale, and 

Willcocks, 2003).



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESS (Requirements Analysis)

O (1) analyzing business processes

O (2) specifying the processes to be supported by 

the ERP package

O If the company buying: it is important to select 

a system which fits with the organization’s 

goals and competitive strategy.

O Most vendors offer best practices for specific 

industries, such as the chemical industry and 

oil industry.



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESS (Requirements Analysis)



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESS (Requirements Analysis)

O Number of technology factors to consider

in selecting an ERP vendor and an ERP system



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

(DESIGN: RE-ENGINEERING VERSUS CUSTOMIZING)

O An in-depth analysis of the trade-offs between re-

engineering and customizing an ERP system 

illustrates several important factors. 

O Re-engineering the business to fit the software can 

disrupt the organization because this represents 

changes in procedures, work flows, and data. 

O However, customizing an ERP can make 

upgrading to newer versions difficult since vendor-

supplied versions will be based upon vanilla 

versions of the software.



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

(DESIGN: ALTERNATIVE ERP DESIGN OPTIONS)

O Firms are more successful in implementing 

ERP systems under budget or on-budget when 

the amount of customizing is kept to a 

minimum.

O When an ERP system is customized, the time 

and cost of the project increases along with the 

risk associated with successful 

implementation.



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

(DESIGN: ALTERNATIVE ERP DESIGN OPTIONS)

O This is because the customized software cannot be 

as easily integrated with new versions of the ERP, 

which are introduced by the vendor over time.

O Making modifications in the ERP software 

contributed to a 50% increase in project duration.

O Having CRM adding ERP or vise versa

O The one advantage of this approach is that it 

disrupts the organization less because users do not 

need to accept changes in business procedures.



EMERGENCE OF CLIENT-

SERVER COMPUTING
O Another approach to ERP implementation is to 

use outsourcing and to have an external 

vendor operate the system. 

O One of the best ways of outsourcing ERP is to 

use an Application Service Provider (ASP), 

which provides the ERP software on a 

timesharing basis to its customers



Menu of ERP Alternatives



Menu of ERP Alternatives

O The decision for which approach to use in 

implementing ERP should be based upon the 

extent to which the business benefits of ERP 

can be realized using each approach.



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESS (DETAILED DESIGN)

O The team selects the models, processes, and 

information supported by the system.

O The process for using the best practices 

includes these steps:



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESS (DETAILED DESIGN)

1. Select applicable business processes.

2. Discard inapplicable business processes.

3. When business processes are not matched up 

with the system, they serve as a foundation for 

re-engineering (re-organizing processes, 

organization).

4. Identify any areas not covered by the best 

practices and which may require the 

development of customized models.



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESS (DETAILED DESIGN)

Models Supporting the Best Practices



Illustrates Customer master data, which provides relevant data to multiple

modules, including financial accounting and sales.



Illustrates various reporting systems, including reports generated via

information systems, such as financial, logistics, and human resources 

reports.



THE ERP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESS (Implementation)

O ERP implementation includes:

O Addressing configuration issues

O Migrating data from the old system to the new 

system

O Building interfaces

O Implementing reports

O Pilot testing

O Many companies contract with a technical 

support specialist from the software supplier to 

assist in implementation.



ERP IMPLEMENTATION 

STEPS
O ERP implementation includes establishing 

security and permissions, so users have the 

access they need. 

O Migrating data from the old system to the new 

system means ensuring that data to be 

migrated are accurate and that data bridges 

work. Building interfaces to other systems, 

such as office systems to successful operation.



ERP IMPLEMENTATION 

STEPS
O Documentation is provided by the vendor and 

should be reviewed. User training is also an 

important priority.

O Training end-users, which is critical to 

successful implementation, is often not 

extensive enough.



SUMMARY

O In ERP systems development, the project 

team specifies the functions to be supported 

by the ERP package and has the choice of re-

designing the organization’s business

processes to fit the software or customizing

the software.



SUMMARY

O Critical success factors for ERP 

implementation include:

O The commitment of top management

O Project management

O Organizational change management

O An effective implementation team

O Data accuracy

O Extensive education

O Training.
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